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ABSTRACT 

Macro-programming is the new generation advanced method of using Wireless Sensor Network (WSNs), 

where application developers can extract data from sensor nodes through a high level abstraction of the 

system. Instead of developing the entire application, task graph representation of the WSN model presents 

simplified approach of data collection. However, mapping of tasks onto sensor nodes highlights several 

problems in energy consumption and routing delay. In this paper, we present an efficient hybrid 

approach of task mapping for WSN – Hybrid Genetic Algorithm, considering multiple objectives of 

optimization – energy consumption, routing delay and soft real time requirement. We also present a 

method to configure the algorithm as per user's need by changing the heuristics used for optimization. 

The trade-off analysis between energy consumption and delivery delay was performed and simulation 

results are presented. The algorithm is applicable during macro-programming enabling developers to 

choose a better mapping according to their application requirements. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless Sensor Network is becoming a popular research field in distributed systems due to its 

wide applications. Consider the network requirements of a particular farm scenario. A farmer, 

having different fields at different locations, may wish to collect normal data about the field 

conditions for example – temperature, water level in the soil and humidity continuously at 

regular intervals; and would also like to be informed about any event happening on the field like 

sudden flood and fire. A wired information system would be too costly for this case. The most 

feasible solution for such a system would be to use a wireless sensor network across all the 

fields where nodes have various sensors (also known as motes) attached to it for taking the 

measurements and a radio for wireless communication. To maximize the network lifetime, 

energy consumption by batteries should be minimum since it is not feasible to replace the 

batteries of nodes once deployed in farm. Also, the data delivery time should be very low, 

especially for fire and flood notifications.  

Now, the farmer may not be educated enough to program the sensor nodes in WSN specific 

operating systems like TinyOS [1], Contiki [2], MantisOS [3] and to optimise the above 

mentioned parameters. Macro-programming [4] constructs allow the farmer to specify his 

requirements in the form of a task graph and a network graph. The tasks may be different types 

of sensing tasks, filtering tasks, routing tasks etc which may be specific to the requirements of a 

particular field. The network graph consists of network of sensor nodes on which the tasks have 

to be executed. Some of the macro-programming architectures like KairOS[5], Regiment [6] 

and COSMOS [7], which provide such high level abstractions to define the system model, face 
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the problem of efficient mapping of one or more tasks on some sensor nodes. In this paper, we 

study this task mapping problem using the Genetic Algorithm [8]. The heuristic used is based 

on the optimization over multiple parameters –total energy consumption, efficient routing, and 

soft real time delivery requirements. In section 2, we present previous research in this area and 

their difference with our work. In section 3, we formulate the problem and then present the 

Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (HGA) in section 4. Simulation results of trade-off analysis have 

been shown in section 5 and we conclude in section 6 illustrating how different farmers can 

control optimization of one parameter (like energy) on the cost of others (like delivery time). 

2. RELATED WORKS 

Task mapping is a widely studied problem in parallel and distributed systems. But in wireless 

sensor networks, it gained attention of researchers due to energy constraints and delivery time 

requirements. Most of the researches [9], focus on reducing the energy consumption by efficient 

MAC protocols which introduce sleep-awake scheduling of nodes. Unlike our work, they do not 

consider the possible optimization in routing and efficient task allocation. The work in [10] 

addresses the problem of task placement on sensor nodes, but they consider single hop networks 

only.  The work in [11] also present the task mapping problem, but they focus only on the 

objective of minimizing the total energy consumption. With macro-programming becoming a 

popular field, work in [12] adopted a greedy method of task mapping but it maps the tasks only 

on the tree topology and not general network graphs. Some macro-programming languages like 

KairOS present the concept of dividing the flow of program into 'Control Flow Graphs' (CFG) 

and mapping CFGs onto sensor nodes. KairOS minimizes total number of edges that crosses 

CFG. It does not clearly offer any solution to energy constraints. [13] offers a solution based on 

greedy method particularly for macro-programming, but they do not offer any method to 

configure the optimization according to needs of application. COSMOS[7] and Srijan [14] 

which use mOS and mPL languages, program the WSNs using the concept of task graph. These 

applications do not provide the support of configuring the task mapping in application; however 

these act as perfect platforms wherein the HGA algorithm (presented in section 4) can be used 

to map the task graphs on motes with optimizations over multiple-objectives and allowing users 

to configure these optimizations by changing the heuristics used. 

3. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

Tasks which need to be mapped onto sensor nodes, can be sensing tasks, routing tasks, 

activation tasks etc. Since these tasks need to execute in a particular order (Sensing, then 

routing, then activation) the tasks can be modelled as a directed acyclic graph. The sensor node 

which form a wireless network, are modelled as undirected network graph. 

3.1. Objectives 

Objective of this work is to obtain a mapping of every task into some sensor nodes, then 

ascertaining the routing path between the predecessor and successor and finally ascertaining 

start up time and scheduling order of every task. 

                                    

Figure 1: Task Graph needs to be mapped on Network Graph 
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Multi-objective optimization: In a real time environment, it becomes of a greater necessity to 

execute certain tasks with higher priority within given deadline and ensuring that minimum 

energy is consumed in completing all the tasks. Such requirements need simultaneous 

optimization of multiple objectives. Solutions to such problems are usually computed by 

combining multiple objectives into a single criterion to be optimized. The combining of 

objectives has the advantage of producing a single compromised solution, and normally does 

not require any human intervention. However, the problem is that if the optimal solution cannot 

be accepted because we chose an improper setting of the coefficients of the combining function, 

user intervention may be required. Such interaction should be easy and high-level. Therefore, 

we consider finding an optimal schedule as a problem of multi-objective optimization with non-

measurable objectives. Genetic Algorithms are capable of multi-objective optimization. The 

algorithm explores a set of solutions that can only be improved in one way by being degraded in 

another instead of collapsing entirely. Therefore, we use a multi-objective GA which 

independently considers multiple objectives, and finds a set of solutions that satisfy all of the 

following objectives and simultaneously allows users to increase/decrease optimization of any 

parameter.  

1. Minimize total schedule time cost 

2. Minimize total schedule energy cost 

3. Minimize tardiness value to achieve soft real time deadline 

3.2. Directed Acyclic Task Graph 

Let the task graph be TG= (V, E), where V be the set of vertices and E be the connecting edges. 

A vertex Vi corresponds to a task Ti. Each Ti is identified by (Energyi , Timei )  where Energyi 

denote the energy and Timei is the time required for execution of Ti.. Eij connecting <Vi, Vj> 

denotes that the Vj could not start until and only until the task Vi has been executed. The weight 

on the directed edge Ci, j between Vi and Vj denotes the amount of data transmitting from task Ti  

to Tj. Figure 1 illustrates a DAG task Graph T. 

                                  

Figure 2: Task Graph  

3.3. Network Graph 

The network graph NG= (P, L) is used to denote the wireless sensor network. P is the set of 

sensor nodes which process the some tasks. L is the set of communicating undirected edges. The 

weight of edge dist_nodesi j, comm_time_costi j, wi j respectively denotes the distance, the 

communicating delay, the energy consumption for transmitting one unit data by vertex Pi and 

receiving one unit data by vertex Pj when data is transmitted between vertex Pi and Pj. 
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Figure 3 (a) Network Graph denoting distance       (b) Network Graph denoting energy 

In Figure 3(a), the data on the edge denote the physical distance between two nodes. In Figure 

3(b), the data on the edge denote the energy consumptions for one unit transmitting of data.  

We use the energy model presented in [15]. Energy is expended to serve the purpose of: (1) 

digital electronics, E_ELEC, (actuation, sensing, signal emission/reception), and (2) 

communication, EAMP. EAMP varies according to the distance dist_nodes between a sender 

nodes and a receiver.  To transmit k bits for a distance dist_nodes, the radio expends k × 

(E_ELEC + EAMP × dist_node
n
) J, where n = 2 for dist_nodes < Do, and n = 4 for dist_nodes 

>= Do, and Do is a constant threshold distance which depends on the environment. To receive k 

bits at the receiver, the radio expends k × E_ELEC J.  

4. HYBRID GENETIC ALGORITHM 

4.1. Background and Definitions: 

Let initial energy of each node is e0. As the system operates, the energy remaining at node k be 

ek. The Execution Cost Matrix E is a single dimensional matrix that represents energy cost of 

execution of task i. Transmission Cost (Etrans) is calculated as the energy required/spent to 

transmit data from every single node to every other node in the network. 

 Transmission energy cost, when Vi transmits data to Vj, is the sum of the energy consumption 

for transmitting unit data (Wm n =  E_ELEC + EAMP × dist_node
n) on every edge in path of Vi 

and V j   taken product with data Ckl. 

 

The whole energy consumption “Energy” of accomplishing task is the sum of the energy spent 

in completing task ti on nodej and transmitting data. That is:  

 
To formulize the objective of meeting the deadline of each task, let us assume that we have a 

task, say ti, which has an execution time (ei) and a deadline (di).  

We consider two types of times: earliest and latest start times of each task. The earliest 

start time of task ti (estStT[ti]) is the length of the longest path from the entry task to ti.  

 
The latest start time of task ti (lstStT[ti]) is defined as the latest time at which ti can start, 

such that ti and all successors of ti have a chance of meeting their deadlines. 
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For achieving soft real time deadlines, our approach considers the communication time between 

two tasks and time taken to execute those tasks in calculating the latest start times of tasks. 

Tardiness of a task is defined as the difference between actual start time in schedule and latest 

start time of that task. The cost of a schedule is defined in terms of sum of maximum tardiness 

among all tasks. The objective is to find a schedule with the maximum tardiness minimized. 

4.2. Algorithm 

4.2.1. Algorithm 1 - Hybrid Genetic Algorithm 

Input: Network topology, DAG task graph, initial population size: init_population, evolutional 

generation: T. 

Output: Task mapping scheme, scheduling scheme and routing scheme. 

Step1: i=1; // evolutional generation count       

Step2: generate initial GA_ population (Pop) using create_initial_Chromosome    

Step3:  Calculate schedule_time(), schedule_energy(), tardiness() of Population   

Step4: Repeat           

Step5:  calculate the fitness value f(Pop[i]) of the individuals in population using                                                                   

calculat e_fitness.   // computing individual fitness      

Step6:  [child1, child2] = Roulette_Selection(Pop[i]);    

  // Select the individuals having optimal fitness value using Roulette criteria[16] 

Step7:  Pop[i+1] ← OptimalSelect(Pop[i]); // selection operation    

Step8:  GTi ← Hybrid_operation(child1, child2); //hybrid operation   

Step9:  GSi+1 ← Evolove(GTi ) //mutation evolution operation               

Step10:  i=i+1; Calculate schedule_time(), schedule_energy(), tardiness() of newly 

  generated population                  

Step11: until (i>Threshold) or (termination criterion is met).               

Step12: Ouput Best individual found so far; 

4.2.2. Algorithm 2 – create_Initial_Chromosome  

Supposing the number of DAG tasks which are scheduled to m sensor is n. The allowable 

energy deviation is �E.  

Step1: n tasks are mapped to sensors.  

Step2: mapping a routing path for every edge of DAG 

Step3: Get(i，v1，v2)；//the start point and endpoint of the edge i is respectively mapped to 

nodes v1 and v2 in sensor Network. 

  If v1=v2 then there is no use for routing 

  Else  

Find (v1,v2,k) // Use Floyd-warshall algorithm to find shortest path 

Step4: Select (v1,v2,k); // select the least energy cost path from the k paths. 

End 

4.2.3. Algorithm 3 – Calculate_fitness(Pop[i]) 

Step1: TMax = Maximum time of execution of tasks in Pop; 

 EMax = Maximum energy of execution of tasks in Pop; 

 TDMax = Maximum tardiness of all tasks. 

Step2: Fitness of ith Chromosome, pop[i].fitness = W1*fitness_time/Tmax + 

W2*fitness_energy/Emax + W3*fitness_tardiness/TDmax; where fitness_time = Tmax - 

pop[i].schedule_time and W1, W2, W3 are user defined weights of different objectives. 
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4.2.4. Algorithm 4 – Hybrid_operation(child1, child2) 

Step1: //Crosses over two individuals pop[child1] and pop[child2]     

Step2: if (random(0,20) > 15) then num_bits = random(M/2,M) ; //M is no. of tasks 

 else num_bits = random(0,M/2) ;       

Step3: for i = 0 to num_bits            //Mutation between child1 and child2   

  pos = random(0,M) ;       

  temp = pop[child1].schedule[pos] ;     

  pop[child1].schedule[pos]=pop[child2].schedule[pos] ;   

  pop[child2].schedule[pos] = temp ;      

 End 

4.2.5. Algorithm 5 – Evolve((offspring)  

M is the number of tasks            

Step 1: Initialize num_bits = 0.            

Step 2: if (random(0,20) > 15)        

  num_bits = random(M/2,M)      

 else           

  num_bits = random(0,M/2)          

Step 3: for ( i=1 to num_bits)       

 Assign a random node to a random node; 

5. PERFORMANCE AND ANALYSIS 

5.1. Simulation scene and parameters  

The HGA algorithm was simulated by varying the number of tasks and number of nodes. The 

energy cost of performing tasks is taken randomly between 1000J and 5000J, the data to be 

transferred is a random number between 5 to 50 bits, and the time delay for communicating 

between two nodes is a random number between 1 and 5. Distance between two nodes is a 

random number from 10 to 100 units. The transmission energy is calculated as described in 

section 3.2. When the energy of a node becomes less than 0 J, the node is believed as dead and 

is excluded for further scheduling in particular population. The weights of optimization W1 

(weight of energy optimization), W2 (weight of total time of execution of tasks in the schedule), 

W3 (weight of total tardiness of all tasks) are varied and based on simulation using these 

parameters; we now discuss the results in next subsection. 

5.2. Results 

5.2.1. Comparison of Total Schedule Time 

As observed in Figure 4 and 5, when energy minimization is priority in figure 5, the schedule 

time using Hybrid objective is larger than that in figure 4 where time minimization is priority. 

To illustrate, Figure 4 shows the total time of execution of all tasks when W2 (weight of time 

requirement) is larger than W1 (weight of energy optimization), whereas Figure 5 shows total 

time of execution when W1 is larger i.e. energy optimization is priority. 
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Figure 4. Best solution with minimum time only Vs Best solution with minimum energy only 

Vs Best Solution using Hybrid objectives with time as priority  

                                    

Figure 5. Best solution with minimum time only Vs Best solution with minimum energy only 

Vs Best Solution with Hybrid objectives with energy as priority 

5.2.2. Comparison of Total Schedule Energy 

Figure 6 and 7 show total energy consumption of solution. The energy consumption is larger 

when time minimization is priority for the user, shown in Figure 6, than when energy 

minimization is priority, shown in Figure 7. 

 

                          

Figure 6. Best solution with minimum time only Vs Best solution with minimum energy only 

Vs Best Solution using Hybrid objectives with time as priority   
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Figure 7. Best solution with minimum time only Vs Best solution with minimum energy only 

Vs Best Solution with Hybrid objectives with energy as priority 

5.2.1. Comparison of Total Tardiness 

When objective of achieving soft real time deadlines are included, the tardiness value of best 

schedule decreases as shown in Figure 8. 

 

 

                          

Figure 8. Best Solution using Hybrid Algorithm without considering tardiness value Vs Best 

Solution w.r.t energy using Hybrid Algorithm considering tardiness value  

6. CONCLUSIONS 

For scheduling tasks with limited energy in WSN, we implemented Hybrid Genetic Algorithm 

that will find a mapping considering many objectives. Based on heuristic used – fitness value, 

users can configure the mapping for a particular objective, just by changing the weights W1, 

W2, W3 etc [Section 4.2.1], thus changing the underlying routing and mapping scheme. 

Although Genetic Algorithm requires high computing, the algorithm will be useful particularly 

in macro-programming with on-the-fly reprogrammable sensor nodes where only one time 

mapping is required during macro-programming. 
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